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Abstract. In information retrieval it is difficult to extract the accurate informa-
tion to satisfy a user’s information need. Based on the goals, we categorize the
searches into two groups: information search and navigational search, and proposed
a method using ontology to extract the the specific or general context for the given
query and perform the search using it. An IR system using the method can be more
efficient as it performs the search associating to the user’s particular goal.
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1. Introduction
In information retrieval it is difficult to extract the accurate information to satisfy a user’s
information need. A great difficulty is that we can not read the user’s mind to acquire
what he/she really wants. Sometimes a user knows the exact information need, and just
puts on a query which he/she thinks best represents the need and then performs a search.
We name this kind of search as information search, as the user’s goal is obtaining the
information that the query represents to. Sometimes a user may not have an exact idea
about what they want, and just puts on a query to search it out in order to undertake
another precise search, or a user may just simply want to get access to an online re-
source [1,3,5]. We name this as navigational search, as the users’ final goal is not the
search results but just an intermediator in the information retrieval process. If we know
a user’s goal, we may be able to serve better results to the user.
We argue that this can be achieved by using ontology to extract the different levels
(specificity or exhaustivity) of context for a given query to retrieve based on a user’s goal.
The results indicate that while performing a specificity search for the goal of information
search the results are with better precision, whereas while performing an exhaustivity
search for navigational search the results are with better recall.
2. Method
A well known feature of ontology is that a node on the upper bound contains more gen-
eral concept, and covers broader semantic area than nodes on the lower bound with more
2Figure 1. Example of Ontology
specific concept [2,4,6]. Figure 1 illustrates the feature using a simple ontology. A spe-
cific concept of "Java" holds an is-a relation to the general concept of "Programming lan-
guage", and the same as "Programming language" to "Software". By common sense we
know that "Programming language" contains multiple languages rather than just "Java".
And except for "Programming language" "Application" holds is-a to "Software" as well.
If search using concept of "Programming language", we may have results covering con-
cepts of "Java", "C++", etc. However, if search using just the concept of "Java", we will
have results covering only about "Java" but not "C++", because the semantic area is re-
stricted by a more specific concept.
Based on this feature, we may perform search using the given query’s context ex-
tracted from ontology depending on a user’s goal. If a user wants an information search,
we can perform a specificity retrieval, which is using the query’s context extracted from
the concepts on the lower bound of ontology. For example, for a query of "programming
language as java", we can use the context extracted from the specific concept of "Java".
Because the user wants an information search and has already had an exact idea about
the information need, we are supposed to serve the results as precise as possible. "Java"
is more specific than "Programming language", and so that it can be with more precise
results. Whereas, if the user wants a navigational search (e.g. the user wants another pro-
gramming language which is like java, but he/she can not recall the name of it and may
just wants to search it out, on the above example query), we can perform an exhaustiv-
ity retrieval, which is using the given query’s context extracted from the concepts on
the upper bound of ontology. This time we prefer the general concept of "Programming
language" rather than "Java", because "Programming language" covers broader semantic
area, and the user will have more exhaustive results relevant to "programming language"
to remind his/her mind.
The specificity and exhaustivity information retrieval have different focuses, and end
with different levels of the precision and recall rate. A specificity retrieval uses more
specific context to perform search, its results are with better precision, but trading with
recall. An exhaustivity retrieval uses more general context to perform search, its results
are with better recall, but some precision may be scarified.
3. conclusion
We categorize a user’s searching goals into two groups: information search and navi-
gational search, associate the goal with a method using ontology to extract the specific
or general context for the given query, and then present the user different search results
based on the goal. An Information Retrieval system using this can be more efficient as
the information retrieval associates to a user’s particular need.
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